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Strategy #1: Create your
IDEA worth spreading

It all starts with an idea. So, what’s yours? It’s okay if you don’t know yet.
Trust me: there’s an extraordinary idea in you waiting to be expressed.

You know something, or you have a story or life experience that is
original to you and that can help others.
Starting with an IDEA that you care deeply about will lay the
foundations for something much greater than just being on a stage.
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My work with dozens of companies in the field of traditional
sustainability, for example, lead me to create my own definition of the
term, as the ability to sustain yourself.
I didn’t realize at the time, but this laid the foundations for my book —
Change Starts Within You: Unlock the Confidence to Lead with Intuition,
as well as coaching, workshops, talks, and… well… my life’s work.
So… What do people usually ask YOU about? How do/did you
_________________ [fill in the blank with the kinds of life or business
questions you’re normally asked]? What struggles have you
encountered on your journey and how did you overcome them? For
example, if you once struggled with staying motivated, how did you
find your way to focused action?
What fresh twist do you have on an old topic? Can you create a
framework for that innovative approach? For example, in my own TEDx
Talk I used the acronym IDEA for my non-linear approach to Sustainable
Success: Inventory; Destination; Explicit Focus; and Action.
It’s not rocket science, but it’s mine. How can you craft your idea or
story-to-solution in a way that’s uniquely yours? Be confident in the
difference only you can make. That’s why you’re here, after all.

ACTION:
Set aside between 5-10 minutes daily to close your eyes and simply ask
the question: What is my IDEA worth spreading?
Your subconscious or the superconscious has the answer to this
question. You just have to get quiet enough to hear it.
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Strategy #2: Start your
application today!

I so WISH someone had told me about this shortcut a few years back. I
only found out this year that TED offers the possibility to apply to be a
speaker directly online. (I went through a lengthy review process.)
Here’s the link to apply online: https://www.ted.com/participate/tedfellows-program/apply-to-be-a-ted-fellow.
The 2017-2018 application cycle is closed now and you can no longer
find the questions there, which is why I’m including the questions from
last year right here so you can prepare BEFORE the next round opens!
Based on this year’s dates, the next application cycle will probably start
mid-July and stay open until mid-September.
The questions below will help you craft both your application and your
WHY, the unique idea or offering we talked about in Strategy #1, while
the character limit will force you to really hone your gifts and maybe
even create other business offerings in the process!
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2018 TED FELLOW APPLICATION QUESTIONS:
Q1: Tell us about your work, and the projects you are currently working
on. (Limit 750 characters)
Q2: What is your idea worth spreading? (Limit 150 characters)
Q3: What are you best known for? What is your crowning achievement?
(Limit 750 characters)
Q4: What other accomplishments would you like to share (e.g., you’re a
wine expert)? Please give context. (Limit 750 characters)
Q4: List any awards, prizes or other fellowships you have won, with the
details below: (Limit 750 characters)
Q5: What type of education have you received? Please add details for
any degrees, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Educational institution
Type of degree
Subject
Dates completed
Any additional context

Note: Formal education is not required to receive a TED Fellowship.
Many Fellows have not been to school or did not finish.
Q6: What hobbies, causes or activities are you passionate about aside
from your work? (Limit 750 characters)
Q7: Share an example of something you have been a part of, created,
led, or joined that you consider unique. Why do you think it is
groundbreaking? (Limit 1000 characters)
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Q8: What questions should we have asked, but didn’t? Please write
them down and answer them! (In other words, tell us something about
yourself that we don’t know yet.) (Limit 1000 characters)
Q9: Can you share a memorable anecdote from your life that will give
us a further sense of what makes you tick? (Limit 750 characters)
Q10: List at least one website (more if you like!) that will help us
understand you better. Good examples include: your blog, your
company's or organization's website, press coverage of your work, your
portfolio, research examples, photos, etc. Please do not provide links to
your Facebook page or Linkedin profile. (Limit 50 characters)
Q11: Please provide three (3) references who know you well. How do
you know and for how long have you known this person? (Limit 150
characters)
…Now that you have the official questions, it’s time to take action!

ACTION:
First: Create a calendar entry around mid-July to formally “APPLY FOR
TED TALK”; include the application link. Then: Create daily or weekly
calendar entries of what you need to do between now and then to
prepare your application and supporting material (see more below).
Remember: Consistency is key! If you spend even 10-20 minutes daily
of undivided focus crafting your answers and the material to support
them, you can have a remarkable application ready by summer!
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Strategy #3: Start

building your portfolio
Start building your portfolio. But don’t let not having one get in the way
of applying.
None of us start with a portfolio; we build it — step by step, day by day.
Even before you have your idea worth spreading, you can already begin
considering how and who you can serve with what you know.

Say, for instance, that you’re a natural people connector — that you’re a
network builder who somehow inherently knows who and how to
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connect for mutually beneficial impact. I have a few friends like this,
including one who gave a popular TEDx Talk about it!
So, if that’s you, consider how you can start to build a portfolio around
this — case studies, testimonials, a simple landing page, a
methodology or framework that can help others replicate your
superpower… maybe even a bi-weekly vlog that talks about the power
of connecting and how people can do it with greater ease and impact.
It’s that simple: Begin building a compelling portfolio, and don’t make
perfection your enemy. All you need are the ingredients we discussed in
the first two strategies: Your IDEA + the consistent effort to bring it to
life. So…

ACTION:
Remember to take it one step at a time. If I look at my own blog or
website or book or any of the other business blocks I’ve created over
the last few years, it seems overwhelming… but really it was just one
brick at a time.
If you start in January, you have nine and a half months before the
TED Application closing date. People create babies in less time! You
can do this!!
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About Cortney:
Cortney McDermott is an award-winning writer, TEDx speaker, and
strategist to Fortune 500 executives, entrepreneurial leaders, and think
tanks around the world. She writes for a number of international
publications, including ‘She Owns It’ and ‘HuffPost’. Her debut book,
“Change Starts Within You: Unlock the Confidence to Lead with
Intuition” was selected for Inc.com’s “26 Favorite Books of High
Achievers” and has been featured in multiple media outlets
internationally.
Before turning entrepreneur, Cortney served as an executive at Vanity
Fair Corporation, vice president at Sustainability Partners, professor of
graduate studies for Big Ten US universities, and global associate for
the renowned beCause Consortium. (She has also moonlighted as a
deli waitress, secretary, and everything in between, as a way to put
herself through school and life.)
Cortney is a graduate of the London School of Economics and a
certified cultural mediator in multiple languages. She lives with her
family between the United States and Italy.

*N.B. This document and its author are in no way formally affiliated with
the Sapling Foundation, nor are the ideas in this document intended for
any commercial use or as a substitute for any official TED
communications or applications. This document is purely informational.
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